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President Joe Biden said he’s willing to send the next round of Covid aid checks to a smaller, more targeted group of 
people, according to a Wednesday evening call with House Democrats. Biden told House Democrats that he 
wouldn’t change the amount of the proposed $1,400 payments, saying people had been promised that amount. 
Instead, he said he would consider targeting them differently than the previous two rounds of direct aid to 
Americans. One possible change some Democrats are discussing is to start phasing out the $1,400 payments at 
$50,000 for individuals and $100,000 for married couples. Biden also said he was flexible on the overall cost of the 
package, which Democrats have started advancing through Congress via a process that will allow them to pass it 
along party lines. He said Democrats could make “compromises” on several programs in the proposal. Republicans 
have called Biden’s plan too expensive and premature after Congress approved roughly $900 billion in aid in 
December, and they have criticized provisions like raising the minimum wage as unrelated to the pandemic.

Applications for U.S. state unemployment benefits fell last week by more than forecast, a third straight decline that 
signals job cuts are starting to slow as Covid-19 infections ebb. Initial jobless claims in regular state programs fell by 
33,000 to 779,000 in the week ended Jan. 30, the lowest since November, Labor Department data showed 
Thursday. On an unadjusted basis, applications dropped to 816,247. Continuing claims -- an approximation of the 
number of Americans filing for multiple weeks of state benefits -- decreased to 4.59 million in the week ended Jan. 
23. Economists in a Bloomberg survey forecast 830,000 initial claims and 4.7 million continuing claims.
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Upcoming Reports
USDA Export Sales – Today, 7:30 am
Commitments of Traders –Friday, 2:30 pm

Indices and Futures
Index Last Change
Dow Fut 30,676 +0.16%
S&P Fut 3,832 +0.22%
Nasdaq Fut 13,450 +0.42%
Nikkei 28,445 -0.49%
FTSE100 6,444 -0.13%
DAX 13,988 +0.52%
Shanghai 5,473 -0.21%

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: A stormy period affects central and northern Brazil over the next 10 to 14 days — initially as a strong cool front ignites heavy t-
storms Fri.-Sun., and then as the front lingers and triggers scattered t-storms. Conversely, much of Argentina and southern Brazil will be fairly dry over the next 7 
to 10 days as areas of cool surface-level high pressure dominate, probably followed by some t-storms. In the U.S., an intense and long-lasting cold wave for 5 to 10 
days induces winterkill damage on ~4% of HRW wheat, disrupts logistics from numerous snows, ices rivers from near I-80 north, and potentially disrupts rails at 
times in MN-ND-SD from sustained -0s to -20s (°F).

Global food prices climbed 4.3% from December to January, marking both the eighth consecutive rise and also the highest monthly averages since July 2014, 
according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations’ (FAO) food price index. “The latest increase reflected strong gains in the sugar, 
cereals and vegetable oils sub-indices, while meat and dairy values were also up but to a lesser extent,” FAO reported. FAO raised its 2020 world wheat production 
estimate by 4.8 MMT to an all-time high of 766.5 MMT, citing strong crops in Australia and Canada. But the organization also lowered its world coarse grains 
production estimate by nearly 5 MMT, citing “sizable” cuts to corn production in the U.S. and Ukraine. Looking out to 2021, FAO is calling for “a modest 
increase in wheat production in the northern hemisphere but a decline in maize production in the southern hemisphere.”

A U.S. ag attaché in Brazil now expects the country to produce a 105 MMT corn crop in 2020-21, a 2-MMT drop from its previous forecast “in response to 
reduced yields for first-crop corn, as well as the likelihood of delayed planting for large portions of second-crop ‘safrinha’ corn.” This is 4-MMT under USDA’s 
official projection. The post expects planting of the safrinha crop to climb 1 million hectares to an all-time high of 19.5 million hectares given record-high corn 
prices. The post expects Brazil to export 36 MMT of the grain, well under USDA’s official projection for the country to ship 39 MMT of corn in 2020-21. Also of 
note, the attaché estimates Brazil’s wheat crop at 6.25 MMT and “sees an opportunity for expanding U.S. wheat exports to Brazil given near record domestic 
prices and an expectation of large Brazilian exports in 2020-21.” The post projects Brazil will import 750,000 MT of wheat from the U.S.

U.S. exporters in the recent past have sold corn to China well ahead of the time sales are being reporting via USDA’s daily export sales reporting system. For 
example, COFCO has been a hefty buyer of U.S. cash corn in the U.S. domestic market for months. But they are viewed as a U.S. domestic operator, so their sales 
do not have to be announced via USDA’s daily export sales reporting system until boats are loaded and the corn ownership is shifted to China. Others note the 
corn is getting bought upriver. CIF basis values are the first clue. One analyst notes: “Whatever COFCO/China is doing is within the rules, I just don't know all of 
the rules. There are loopholes and they've found them and are using the loopholes to their advantage. The delay in reporting could be that the paperwork isn't 
officially signed even though the corn has been ‘purchased.’ Good faith deals are easy when exporters know China needs the corn.” Bottom line: U.S. corn is being 
purchased well before firms actually sell it overseas, which is when they have to report to USDA.

Russia will again adjust its export tax regime and look to have a long-term system in place by April that will use local exchange-based reference prices to set floating 
export duties as the country looks to control the impact of high prices on its economy. Economy minister Maxim Reshetnikov told President Vladimir Putin in a 
Thursday meeting that from April 1, exporters will have to register trades with a local exchange, with those contract figures feeding into a reference price that can 
then be used to calculate export taxes. Under the current system, officials rely on customs declarations for previously struck deals, with the lag between trade and 
execution dates not reflecting price differences. Full details of the new system are to be finalised by March 1. Reshetnikov’s comments follow a meeting between 
the agriculture ministry and trade representatives that looked to find a long-term solution to high domestic grain prices. Under the current system, which runs to 
June 30, wheat exports fall under a 17.5 million mt grain export quota, with exports subject to a €25/mt duty from February 15-28 and €50/mt from March 1-
June 30. Corn is to be taxed at €25/mt from March 15-June 30 and barley at €10/mt. Any grain exports beyond the 17.5 million mt quota are to be taxed at 50% 
of the declared value of the product with a minimum duty of €100/mt.
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